Recommendations adopted by the ARMM Regional Darul Ifta in its meeting held at
Insular Water Front Hotel, Lanang, Davao City from 20 to 23 March, 2016
1. Strengthening coordination and cooperation between the ARMM Darul Ifta and
the National Commission on Muslim Affairs in the fields affecting the Islam and
the Muslims.
2. Appeal to Moro national Liberation Front (MNLF) and Moro Islamic Liberation
Front (MILF) to strengthen understanding and cooperation between them within
the frame of the Bangsamoro Cooperation Forum.

3. Appeal to Government of the Philippines and the two Bangsamoro fronts (MNLF)
and (MILF) to continue comprehensive peace process within the frame of signed
agreements between the parties.
4. Appreciation of Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) and Malaysian
government‘s role for their efforts in facilitating the peace process on
Bangsamoro issues.

5. Appreciation of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s effort and untiring effort in
promoting peace through the Organization of Islamic Cooperation General
Secretary Iyad Amin Madani and the embassy of the Custodian of the Two Holy
Masjids in the Philippines.
6. Appeal to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia government, government entities and
private organizations to create bridge of cooperation with the ARMM Regional
Darul Ifta in the fields affecting the Islam and the Muslims to benefit from its
experiences and its beneficial programs.

7. Request the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s government to increase educational
scholarship extended to the Filipino Muslims students after securing
recommendations from the known Islamic organizations.
8. Request the kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s government to increase designate Islamic
preachers and teachers from the qualified Islamic scholars (Ulama) graduated
from the Kingdom’s universities and universities of Islamic and Arabian countries

to strengthen Islamic preaching and counter destructive ideas and corrupt
beliefs.

9. Appeal to the local Islamic organizations and establishments to work hand in
hand to address and counter the innovators, the astray groups and the rejecter
Shiites through preaching to uphold the belief of Ahlus Sunnah wal Jam’ah.
10. Renewal of condemnation and renunciation of the astray group’s assassination
attempt to Sheikh Doctor, ‘Aidh Al-Qarni and Sheikh Turki Al-Shaig –Allah
protected them- from the astray group, continue solidarity with the kingdom of
Saudi Arabia’s government in combatting terrorism and rejecter Shiites.

11. Urging competent authorities of the Philippine government to provide necessary
investigation, issue just convection, prosecute the criminals and those people has
connection with the crime.
12. Support the program of organizing league of graduates from the Islamic and
Arabian countries universities in the Philippines.

13. Appeal to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s government and the Islamic and
Arabian states to double their efforts and assistances in combatting and
countering terrorist movements, provide all necessary requirements that are
appropriate to counter the efforts and assistances provided by the states
supporting those movements.
Allah’s blessings be upon our prophet to his family and companions.

